Abstract-Many tasks performed by intelligent transportation systems involve processing of natural scenes. Wide dynamic range visible spectrum image sensors are required to achieve optimal processing performance. Recently several approaches that rely on the multiple sampling technique to achieve wide dynamic range have been presented. The behavior of a novel predictive variant of these algorithms is analyzed together with its key assumptions and limits to its performance and flexibility.
I. INTRODUCTION

M
ACHINE vision is an important component of emerging intelligent transportation systems (ITS), be them on-vehicle or on-road [1] . ITS tasks such as obstacle detection [2] or license plate recognition [3] process natural scenes which can have light intensity ratios exceeding [4] - [6] . Image sensors that meet this requirement are thus critical for system performance and reliability.
Fabrication technologies limit the signal swing of photodiodes in the pixels and the input range of analog-to-digital converters (ADCs) used to digitize these signals. The resulting sensor light intensity dynamic range typically falls below the machine vision requirements, so pixel-and/or system-level solutions are needed to implement solid-state imagers with an overall dynamic range greater than that of its photodiodes.
Some pixel-level solutions trade off responsivity at high intensities for dynamic range to produce a compressed-often logarithmic-sensor transfer characteristic [7] , [8] . However, images captured with a linear sensor are easier to color process and also lead to more accurate machine vision results due to their constant light intensity responsivity.
Recently, specialized linear integrating image sensors have achieved wide dynamic range by using multiple samples of a natural scene [9] - [16] . The current work analyzes the behavior of a novel predictive variant of these algorithms [17] , its key assumptions and limits to its performance and flexibility.
II. FEATURES OF THE PREDICTIVE MULTIPLE SAMPLING TECHNIQUE
The predictive multiple sampling algorithm to be described greatly extends the light intensity dynamic range of existing image sensors. A user-defined integration time is taken as a reference to create a potentially large set of integration intervals of different duration (the selected integration time being the longest) but with a common end. The light intensity received by each pixel in the sensing array is used to choose the optimal integration interval from the set, while a pixel saturation predictive decision is used to overlap the integration intervals within the given integration time such that only one frame using the optimal integration interval for each pixel is produced. The total integration time is never exceeded. Benefits from this approach include the following:
• Motion minimization-artifacts due to object movement are not added since the integration time is not increased; • Real-time operation; • Reduced memory requirements: no intermediate frame(s) storage necessary; • Programmable light intensity dynamic range increase; • Access to incremental light intensity information during integration time. Hardware implementation of the multiple sampling algorithm requires the addition of an integration controller and per-pixel memory location to existing imager systems. Sensing arrays with nondestructive pixel read capabilities need to add a conditional pixel reset feature.
III. MULTIPLE SAMPLING TECHNIQUE APPLIED TO INTEGRATING IMAGE SENSORS
A. Integrating Image Sensors
A photodiode in this type of sensor accumulates (integrates) photo-generated charge for a period of time after a reset cycle (Fig. 1) [18] . The pixel output, which can be in any electrical domain, is a scaled version of the photodiode charge. This output can later be quantized by an ADC to produce a digital sample that represents the average light intensity received by the photodiode during the integration time. The pixel signal 1 is proportional to the light intensity and the integration time as long as the pixel signal stays below its saturation point . This limit can be set by the photodiode itself or by the pixel read-out circuitry. When the intensity received by the photodiode is such that the pixel signal saturates during the integration time, further photo-generated charges do not produce a proportional output, for the remainder of the integration time and consequently there is loss of visual information. For a given saturation point a finite integration time defines two intensity ranges; formally (1) There is no loss of visual information as long as the intensity received is below the threshold , which is proportional to the saturation point and inversely proportional to the integration time. While cost and fabrication technology cap , can be freely altered to modify the intensity threshold, a fact that has been exploited in the multiple sampling algorithms to achieve wide dynamic range.
B. Multiple Sampling Basics
The goal of the multiple sampling algorithm is to find the optimal integration time for a pixel that receives a given intensity. The optimal integration time is defined as the longest integration time for which the pixel does not saturate (refer to Section VI-B). Such an integration time can be found without prior knowledge of the intensity using the following procedure:
1) Integrate photo-generated charge using several integration times of different duration (subsequently called integration slots) and record the pixel signal at the end of each slot. 2 The integration slot set and the pixel signal set are thus generated and can be expressed as reset cycle.
This step implicitly assumes that the intensity received by the pixel remains constant for all integration slots. If this is not the case, some or all of the elements in the pixel signal set are uncorrelated with each other and the optimality of the integration slot selection is not guaranteed. 2) Select the optimal integration slot
As a consequence of the finite number of elements in the integration slot set, there exists an intensity range for which even the shortest integration slot cannot produce a nonsaturated pixel signal. In this case the optimal integration slot is taken as the shortest one in set .
3) Calculate exposure ratio (2) where is the increase in intensity dynamic range obtained by implementing the multiple sampling technique. The exposure ratio used by a given pixel will in general change from frame to frame depending on the intensity received. An associated exposure ratio set can be defined as 4) Produce the total pixel signal (3) where denotes the quantizer function implemented by an ADC. The actual output format can be one of several options: the full resolution number , its two terms and , the index to the set and , etc. Different tradeoffs can be made to implement the multiple sampling procedure, but from a machine vision standpoint the most important factor is to maximize as expressed in (2). For a given total integration time and shortest integration slot , is maximized when . The predictive multiple sampling algorithm achieves this objective.
IV. PREDICTIVE MULTIPLE SAMPLING ALGORITHM
A. Description
Since the intensity is assumed to remain constant during the entire integration time, the pixel intensity signal increases linearly throughout it. Therefore pixel saturation can be predicted at any point during the integration time provided the pixel signal can be read without altering the photo-generated charge ( nondestructive read). A destructive read would inject nonlinearities in the accumulated charge which would eventually appear at the sensor output.
For a given integration slot , the intensity threshold (1) produces a linear pixel signal change: 3 (4) where denotes the start of the integration slot used. This expression gives the signal threshold needed to predict pixel saturation. For example, Fig. 1 shows a sensor with and two pixels that receive a different illumination intensity. If at any given time the pixel signal is below the pixel will not saturate at the end of the integration time (pixel "A"). If is above then the pixel will saturate sometime before the end of the integration time (pixel "B"). In the novel predictive algorithm the integration slots are temporally arranged to have a common ending with the longest integration slot matching the total integration time. At the (potential) beginning of each integration slot, a pixel check occurs. If saturation is predicted the pixel is reset and allowed to integrate for a shorter period of time (the next integration slot). If saturation is not predicted the pixel is allowed to integrate for the remainder of the current integration slot. In more precise terms:
1) Select first integration slot by making ; 2) If integrate photo-generated charge for and go to Step 6 (a regular integrating image sensor would therefore have ). Otherwise integrate photo-generated charge for so as to be at the start of the integration slot, ; 3) Perform pixel check: if reset pixel (it is going to be saturated at the end of the integration slot). Otherwise continue integrating photo-generated charge for and go to Step 6; 4) Select next integration slot by making ; 5) Repeat procedure from step 2; 6) Quantize pixel intensity signal. With this algorithm the optimal integration slot is selected iteratively: on each check the algorithm decides whether the current integration slot is the optimal one or if is in the set of remaining slots
. As a result, only the pixel intensity signal for the optimal integration slot is generated.
B. Example
Fig . 2 shows the behavior of two pixels in an image sensor that has and with . All the integration slots have a common ending and thus overlap toward the end of the integration time. Pixel "C" receives an intensity such that is not reached even when the longest integration slot is used. Consequently when the first check cycle arrives its signal is below the threshold and the pixel is allowed to accumulate photo-generated charge for the remainder of . Optimality of the integration slot selection requires no further checks because in some of them it might appear that the pixel is going to saturate (in a potential second check, 3 A linear charge-voltage relationship in the photodiode capacitance is assumed. ). The total signal for pixel "C" is as . Pixel "D" on the other hand receives a higher intensity and its signal is above the threshold at each of the two checks ( and ) so the pixel is reset twice and the optimal slot, slot 2, is used to produce a nonsaturated signal. The total signal for pixel "D" is as .
C. Transfer Characteristic
The algorithm adaptively prescales the intensity received to try to maintain the pixel signal in its linear range. With then the quantized pixel signal after integration slot has ended is where denotes the floor function, , and is also assumed to be the input range of the ADC. The intensity bin size of the resulting quantizer is therefore (5) The intensity bins (and thus the intensity quantization noise) are integration slot-dependent and increase from a minimum of to a maximum of (Fig. 3) . The total pixel signal (3) can be rewritten as follows:
The algorithm behavior appears clearly: the intensity is scaled down in the analog domain to meet the bounded pixel dynamic range. The scaling is subsequently undone, but in the digital domain, where there are more flexible dynamic range restrictions.
D. Signal-to-Noise Ratio
The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) depends on the integration time and intensity received. The total photo-generated charge collected in for a pixel with a photodiode area and quantum efficiency that receives an optical power per unit area at a wavelength is where (Planck's constant) and (speed of light). The photon arrival process can be modeled as a Poisson process so the photon uncertainty (standard deviation) from the average is . Consequently the photon shot noise-limited SNR is SNR (6) As the transfer characteristic, the SNR of the image sensor can be divided in regions depending on which integration slot was used. The maximum SNR is achieved at the end of each integration slot SNR With , , and SNR SNR
For , if an integration slot ratio set is defined as then the SNR reduction at the integration slot transitions is
SNR SNR
The preceding derivation assumes that the SNR is in the photon shot noise-limited region. If this is not the case the SNR drop at the slot transitions is bigger than calculated, its exact value depending on the pixel noise floor. Fig. 4 shows the SNR 4 for the sample image sensor with whose transfer characteristic is shown in Fig. 3 .
Slot 0 uses the original pixel SNR (the maximum available) so the low light performance of the image sensor is not affected by the predictive multiple sampling algorithm.
V. SENSOR REQUIREMENTS
A system that implements the predictive multiple sampling algorithm must meet the following requirements:
• Pixels with nondestructive read capability-necessary to select the optimal integration slot without introducing nonlinearities in the pixel signal.
• Pixels with conditional reset capability-necessary because in general the intensity changes from frame to frame so a single pixel may need to be reset at different points in time during different integration cycles.
• ADC resolution/integration slot ratios-the ADC resolution ( bits) and the integration slot set determine the monotonicity of the sensor transfer characteristic. 5 Since the transfer characteristic can be viewed as made of different sections generated by the use of different integration slots, it is imperative that the starting digital code of one section is at least equal to the ending code of Section IV. Fig. 5 illustrates the situation where the pixel signal range of slot is bounded low by and bounded high by . Any intensity lower than uses an integration slot in the set and any intensity higher than uses an integration slot in the set . Since has a positive slope the pixel signal at the end of 4 Original data courtesy of Dr. Ching-Chun Wang. 5 The ADC is assumed to be monotonic producing digital codes from 0 to the integration slot is strictly positive and not all the pixel signal range is used (the only exception to this occurs when ). It follows that not all the digital codes are used either, in fact only the upper part of the available digital codes is used.
To guarantee a monotonic transition between the codes generated by two adjacent integration slots, the first digital code generated by slot has to be at least equal to the last digital code generated by slot . From (3) and Fig. 5 Then to have a monotonic sensor transfer characteristic (8) When the slot ratio is too extreme for the available ADC resolution and the pixel signal falls in the first ADC bin. When the last digital code generated by slot is the same as the first digital code generated by slot , so the last intensity bin of size is lost and the transition point between sections of the transfer characteristic is shifted by this amount. Fig. 6 shows the allowable ADC resolution-integer slot ratio combinations. It is clear that (8) severely limits the converter resolutions for some particular ratios, but for mid-and high-resolution ADCs all ratios of the form for some integer are available and satisfy . In particular, all converter resolutions are available for and .
• Storage-necessary because the selection of the optimal integration slot and the pixel signal quantization process do not occur simultaneously. The integration slot used needs to be stored on a per-pixel basis until the quantization is done to produce the total pixel signal. The size in bits of this per-pixel storage element is given by (9) where denotes the ceiling function. The contents of this memory can be indexes to an exposure ratio look-up table or they can represent exponents if the integration slot ratio set is of the form so that the exposure ratio set is for some integer . The memory contents have to be zeroed at the start of the integration time and are accessed twice per pixel check . They are first read to determine if the pixel was reset in the previous check: if then the pixel was reset before the last pixel check and does not need to be reset again. If then the pixel was reset during the last check cycle and the predictive decision has to be made once again. If it is determined that the pixel is going to saturate before the end of the integration time the pixel needs to be reset and the memory contents have to Shaded area denote all possible S(t) when the intensity received is such that integration slot j + 1 is used.
be updated with
. At the end of the integration time the memory contents will be the optimal integration slot index .
Since the memory is accessed twice during each pixel check, the location and performance of this per-pixel memory directly affects the dynamic range increase (Section VI-B).
• Integration controller-necessary to implement the algorithm. Its location and performance also affect the dynamic range increase . This subsystem needs to access the pixel, compare its signal with the signal threshold, reset the pixel when necessary and update the associated pixel memory contents.
From an implementation standpoint it is simpler to have because then the comparison thresholds , are constant and equal to Further system simplification is achieved if for some integer since in this case a dedicated arithmetic unit is not required to produce the total pixel signal, can be obtained by simply shifting the quantized pixel signal according to (3) .
VI. PERFORMANCE
A. Exposure Control
Per-pixel or time-shared integration controllers can extend the predictive multiple sampling algorithm to every pixel of a sensing array. This provides full-frame adaptive exposure control: integration slots are automatically selected for each pixel according to the intensity they receive, and at any point in time multiple integration slots can be in use concurrently throughout the array.
All the elements that need to be added to implement the predictive multiple sampling algorithm (integration controller and memory) can be integrated on a single-chip hardware solution along with the pixel array and data conversion block. From a computational perspective, the predictive algorithm does almost all of its work during the integration time, and the only operation that needs to be done after the pixel quantization, the total pixel signal calculation (3), is purely combinational and thus can be performed at high speed. Consequently, from a user perspective, a digital imager implementing the predictive multiple sampling algorithm behaves and responds as any other digital sensor but with a higher dynamic range.
B. Light Integration Slot Optimality
The intensity quantization noise increases as shorter integration slots are used (5) . Consequently it is desirable to use the longest integration slot that does not saturate the pixel in order to avoid losing visual information (edges, textures, etc.) due to a coarser quantization.
In some instances optimality is not achieved because the constant intensity condition is not fully satisfied. Fig. 7 exemplifies the case when the optimal integration slot is slot , but the temporal evolution of the light intensity places the pixel signals above the threshold at the pixel check, so slot is used instead to produce the total pixel signal. The error measured in number of digital codes produced by this unnecessary reset cycle is bounded by The lower bound is approached when the unchecked is close to , specifically when 6 Fig. 7 . Predictive multiple sampling algorithm behavior for two pixels that receive decreasing intensity during the integration time. An unnecessary pixel reset leads to a suboptimal (shorter) integration slot usage.
and also (pixel "E" in Fig. 7) . The upper bound of the inequality is reached when (pixel "F" in Fig. 7 ). When the pixels receive an increased intensity during the integration time but their signals are below the threshold at some check the pixels are not reset and slot is used when a shorter slot would have been optimal. Therefore, the pixels saturate before the end of slot . In this case the error is bounded by The lower bound of the inequality is again approached when the unchecked is close to . The upper bound of the inequality is reached when the intensity received after the pixel check saturates the photodiode even when the shortest integration slot is used. In both cases the error due to the incorrect predictions is reduced if the integration time is itself reduced. However, this also lowers the maximum dynamic range increase (2) . Incorrect predictive decisions can also be made if the comparison against the threshold is done in the analog domain and the analog comparator has a finite but unknown offset . A solution to this problem is to set the reset threshold level to
. Pixels whose signals at the check lie in the range are reset when ideally they should not be, so the integration slot used for them is suboptimal. However, silicon area permitting some well-known offset reduction techniques can be used to make so the intensity range that is suboptimally quantized is narrow.
C. Intensity Dynamic Range Increase
The intensity dynamic range increase provided by the multiple sampling algorithm over the photodiode dynamic range is directly proportional to the integration time and inversely proportional to the shortest integration slot (2) . The integration time is typically upper bounded by system-level factors such as a desired frame rate, minimization of errors due to incorrect predictions, motion-induced blur minimization, etc. The shortest integration slot , on the other hand is typically implementation-dependent and therefore difficult to bound in a generalized case.
A pixel that includes the integration controller and ADC is the highest performing implementation of the multiple sampling algorithm. In this case the shortest integration slot is only limited by how accurately its length can be controlled. However, with current fabrication technologies said functionality in the pixel implies a large pixel area for any practical fill factor which either severely limits the sensor spatial resolution or increases cost [15] . The on-pixel memory sometimes is implemented in the analog domain [11] , [19] , which also presents problems due to the extra quantization required to obtain , the potential corruption of the stored value due to crosstalk between the photodiode and the storage node and the pixel area increase.
Another alternative is to time-share the integration controller. Here if a single pixel check takes seconds to complete and pixels time-share an integration controller, it takes seconds for the controller to check all of its pixels and be ready for another check cycle. Therefore PPC Time-sharing the controller limits the minimum integration slot and by extension . Lowering this bound can be achieved by minimizing and/or . can be minimized by placing the controllers in the sensing array, sharing one with a small neighborhood of pixels. This often restricts the comparator architecture options and results in challenging layouts in order to achieve reasonable fill factors and maintain the distance between the geometric centers of the photodiodes constant [9] . A compromise solution is to have column-parallel integration controllers [17] .
The timing of a pixel check highlights the options available for minimizing : 1) Read pixel memory ( seconds) and pixel signal ( seconds). 2) When data ready perform comparison in seconds (only necessary if pixel was reset in previous check cycle).
3) If necessary, write pixel memory ( seconds) and reset pixel ( seconds). So the total check time is Both memory access time and system power dissipation increase substantially if the memory is not in the same die as the image sensor, so there is a tradeoff between sensor dynamic range and die area/cost.
For large spatial resolution arrays with on-chip memory it is possible to have and , that is, a scenario where pixel access dominates the check time . Both and in turn are dominated by parasitics that scale with the number of pixels per controller (PPC) so the same tradeoffs present in the PPC minimization apply to this case.
Non-negligible pixel check times split the actual pixel check time and the potential start of the following integration slot. However, under the constant illumination assumption there is a linear relationship between time and comparison threshold (4), so the start of the integration slots remain at , but the pixel checks start at with a comparison threshold of . As an example, a VGA (640 480) sensor fabricated in a 0. 18 5 M process with column-parallel integration controllers (PPC 480) and on-chip 4-bit per-pixel SRAM memory was designed to have a memory access time of ns, a pixel read time of ns, a comparison time of ns and a pixel reset time of ns [20] . Implementing an integration slot set of seven elements and results in s. For a frame rate frames/s this gives ms and a maximum dynamic range expansion of or an addition of 48 dB to the existing dynamic range of a pixel. A longer integration time or imaging of a smaller region of interest result in a larger .
D. Integration Slot Set Selection
There can be several valid integration slot sets that achieve a desired dynamic range expansion factor . For instance, if a particular system needs , then , , and are all possible options, using constant slot ratios of 2, 4, 16, and 256 respectively. Which of the valid sets is the best depends on system constraints and the illumination statistics of the environment where the image sensor is used. The following parameters are affected by the choice of integration slot set:
• Per-pixel memory requirements increase with the number of pixel checks (9) . For the example bits, bits, bits, and bit. Though apparently modest, a per-pixel memory increase of one bit in a mega-pixel sensor implies the addition of about 128 KB of possibly on-chip memory.
A potential advantage of a wider memory is that it can provide an adequate logarithmic representation of the scene being imaged before the integration cycle ends (the memory bus is free most of the time since the sensor requirements are only a finite number of bursts). Fig. 8 shows a sample image 7 that was processed with the different integration slot sets. Fig. 9 shows the resulting memory contents (viewed as indexes to a gray-scale color map). Clearly more integration slots offer a more detailed representation that can be used to control a mechanical iris, provide prescaling information for power-aware image processing algorithms, provide early data for crash avoidance and detection, etc.
• The quantization noise is a function of the intensity bin sizes and the illumination statistics. In general quantized with where denotes the expected value, is the spatial resolution of the sensor, is the probability function and is the illumination intensity received by the pixel at location . From the image sensor transfer characteristic quantized with for with . The integration slot sets of the preceding example are interchangeable from the quantization noise standpoint only if the normal- 7 Courtesy of Nicole S. Love. ized intensity is concentrated on the and ranges. For all scenes with other illumination statistics the average quantization error decreases as more slots are used. Moreover, because the intensity bins increase by around the transition regions of the transfer characteristic, if a scene has details of interest around these areas, artifacts and severe image quality degradation can occur when as the quantization noise increases significantly in an abrupt manner. Fig. 10 shows the result of edge detection on images processed with (top) and (bottom). The increased intensity quantization noise leads to "false" edges and consequently a more difficult shape extraction.
• Integration slot sets with fewer elements result in a lower signal-to-noise ratio for a wider intensity range so the resulting images are noisier.
VII. CONCLUSION
The predictive multiple sampling algorithm efficiently expands the intensity dynamic range of an image sensor by increasing its upper limit. The algorithm behavior was fully characterized and its accuracy has been shown to be dependent upon the pixel illumination intensity remaining constant within a frame. When this condition is satisfied the dynamic range can be arbitrarily increased without altering the sensor original integrating time. System requirements and tradeoffs between pixel functionality, memory size and location, ADC resolution, signal-to-noise ratio, image quality and maximum dynamic range expansion have been identified.
